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News Brief  
 

 

 Prime Minister Sheikh Hasina has emphasised the need for stopping the sources of terror financing and 

arms supply. She reiterated that terrorists have no boundary and religion. The PM made the statement while 

Commander of US Pacific Command Harry B Harris Junior met her at her Dhaka Cantonment office 

yesterday. The Prime Minister laid emphasis on sharing information on terrorist and militant activities 

between Dhaka and Washington. The government has involved the imams of mosques, teachers, guardians 

and civil society members in creating mass awareness against militancy and is getting positive response 

from them, she said. The PM also mentioned that common people are giving information to law enforcers 

about terrorists and militants. Harry B Harris offered training to law enforcement agencies of Bangladesh in 

this regard. The US Commander highly praised the role of Bangladeshi peacekeeping forces in UN missions.  

 Prime Minister Sheikh Hasina has urged the international community, including the UNHCR, to put 

pressure on Myanmar to take back Rohingya refugees living in Bangladesh. She made the plea when UN 

High Commissioner for Refugees Filippo Grandi met her at her Sangsad Bhaban office yesterday. The 

Premier also said the prolonged refugee problem can only be solved by ensuring a sustainable repatriation of 

the Myanmar refugees to their homeland. She mentioned that Bangladesh is a densely-populated country and 

these refugees are creating pressure on its socioeconomic structures. 'Bangladesh deserves all the 

appreciations and recognition for what it has been doing for the Rohingya refugees,' Grandi said expressing 

gratitude to Bangladesh. He assured the country of extending all possible cooperation from the UNHCR in 

resolving the refugee issue. UNHCR Filippo Grandi also called on Home Minister Asaduzzaman Khan at 

the Secretariat yesterday. 

 Prime Minister Sheikh Hasina has asked senior Army officials to find out for the force capable and 

qualified leadership having the Liberation War spirit and patriotism. The PM said this while inaugurating the 

five-day 'Army Headquarters Selection Board 2017' held at Dhaka Cantonment yesterday. She expressed 

satisfaction over the introduction of modern TRACE (Tabulated Record and Comparative Evaluation) 

method for the promotion to Army officials.  

 Foreign Minister AH Mahmood Ali has said the security for diplomats and foreign nationals in 

Bangladesh are in order now as the government remains very vigilant to prevent any recurrence of incident 

like Gulshan cafe attack. He made the remarks when outgoing Ambassador of Switzerland Christian Fotsch 

met him on Saturday at State guesthouse Padma. The envoy said he feels very safe now, particularly after 

the stringent security measures taken by the government in the wake of café incident.  

 The government has launched a new project for the Chittagong Hill Tracts, which the United Nations 

Development Programme terms 'Bangladesh's commitment to fully implement the 1997 peace accord'. The 

UNDP in partnership with USAID and DANIDA will help implement the project titled "Strengthening 

Inclusive Development in the Chittagong Hill Tracts (SID-CHT)" for the next five years. The project has 

received $31.63 million in funding.  

 Agriculture Minister Matia Chowdhury yesterday told parliament that Bangladesh has taken an 

initiative to cultivate Genetically Modified cotton to boost production. She also said the government has 

provided training to 60,000 farmers on modern cotton cultivation. 

 Bangladesh Power Development Board inked a deal at a function in Dhaka yesterday with Chinese 

ZTE Corporation to build a 7.4 megawatt solar photovoltaic grid-connected power generation plant near 

Kaptai of Rangamati hydropower station area.  
 The Ministry of Information yesterday decided that the joint production movies will remain postponed 

till formulation of new policy for the sake of the country's film industry. The decisions were taken at a 

meeting with representatives of film community at the ministry. Information Minister Hasanul Haq Inu and 

Information Secretary Martuza Ahmed were present at the meeting. 

 The prime index of the Dhaka Stock Exchange (DSEX) yesterday settled at 5,774 points. 
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